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Community Advocacy & Legal Centre 

 
 

 
Mission 

 
 

Community Advocacy & Legal Centre provides access to justice through 
quality legal services, advocacy and information for people living on a low 
income and/or in poverty.   

 
 
 

Vision 
 

 
We strive to achieve social justice with dignity by influencing change in our 
community, our institutions and poverty law. 

 
 
 

Values 
 

     
     We believe: 

 

 Justice is a right for individuals and communities 

 In being client centred and accessible 

 Every person is of infinite value 

 In being responsive to, and collaborative with, our 
community 

 In creative, innovative and effective services and work 
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Access to Justice 

 

Improve access to justice for 

people living on a low 

income 

Community Development 

 

Energize our communities to participate in 
and achieve justice for all 

Creative, Innovative  

and Efficient Services 

 

Achieve a sustainable and strategic mix of services in 

response to the needs of our communities 

Capacity Building 

 

Improve the Clinic’s capacity 

to function effectively and 

efficiently 

Board Governance 

 

Strengthen the Board’s 
capacity to govern effectively 

Systemic Advocacy & Law Reform 

Advocate for reform of laws and 
government policies that impact 

directly on our clients and for 

improvements to program delivery to 

respect the rights of people living in 
poverty  

 Successful outcome 

 

Advocacy and reform 

 

  Community and 
Citizen participation 

 

   Response to   
   Community  
   needs 

 

    The  

    Foundation 

 

 

 

 
STRATEGIC PLAN FRAMEWORK 2003 - 2007 

 
-  A graphic visualization -
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The Learning Organization

• “Where people continually expand their 

capacity to create the results they truly 

desire, where new and expansive patterns of 

thinking are nurtured, where collective 

aspiration is set free, and where people are 

continually learning how to learn together.”
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
 

Overview 
 

2005 has been a challenging year of continued change and coping with a steady, 
heavy work load while trying to take advantage of new opportunities.  Despite 
short staffing due to staff transition over a four-month period, we’ve managed to 
accomplish most of what we set out to do this year.  That is amazing! 
 
Our work continues to be guided by our Board's five-year strategic plan (2003 - 
2007) with its six major goals. 
 
We continue to challenge ourselves to rethink how we can be more effective and 
efficient.  All our staff continue to rise to this challenge – hence the emphasis in 
this year’s report on our progress in becoming a true “learning organization.”   
 
We continue to increase our capacity by:  
 

 streamlining clinic administration; 

 continuing to improve how we work with callers and clients;  

 refining our use of software and technology; 

 developing our project management skills; 

 increasing our capacity to work in self-directed work teams;  

 collaborating more deliberately with both community and legal aid partners on 
innovative projects; 

 leveraging in new resources including pro bono legal help.  
 
This year our staff have included Denise Bird, Gina Cockburn, Richard Ferriss, 
Jillian Flesch, Diane French, Carolyn Hamilton, Marieanne Langer, David Little, 
Mary McCormick, Deirdre McDade, John McKean, Jessica Michael, Lynda 
Morgan, Sharon Powell, and Steven Starbuck. 
 
It has also been a record-breaking year for Board involvement in clinic 
governance issues and support for staff.  They share our commitment to 
becoming a learning organization.  They have been very busy this year on many 
matters including policy development, training and review and evaluation of our 
services. 
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Significant accomplishments in 2005 
 
Some of this year’s more significant accomplishments have included: 
 
 Meeting the demand for individual client services without additional money for 

staffing from our principal funder Legal Aid Ontario.  
 
The demand continues to be heavy.  In the first nine months, we dealt with 
approximately 3600 requests for information, advice and brief services, which is 
equivalent to last year's record. Furthermore, our new statistics program also records 
that we helped more people in the first nine months of this year compared to last year. 
 
We took on 267 new client cases in the first nine months, which is a decrease over the 
last two years.   This number is more reflective of a manageable workload given our 
large number of project files that do not show up in this statistical report! 
 
This level of client service would not be possible without the roles played by our intake 
staff.  They are on the front lines and on the phone lines all day.  They are dealing with 
calls and visits from despondent and distressed individuals and continually and 
simultaneously extracting information from them, calming them down, offering a 
supportive ear, problem-solving and making appropriate referrals in addition to triaging 
each caller based on need and urgency. 

 
 

 Refining and institutionalizing our innovative legal file case management pilot 
projects  

 
We have new systems for both Ontario Disability Support Plan "disability" appeals 
and Criminal Injuries Compensation cases.  Hundreds of lawyer hours have been 
saved by these systems.  Our advocacy effectiveness has increased.  We’ve also 
provided the opportunity for two staff members to develop their advocacy skills. 

 
 Creating a comprehensive “legal intake” manual for housing law issues 

available both published and on line.  This tremendous resource has 
increased the support that all staff can provide in advising and serving tenants 
and attending as duty counsel at the Ontario Rental Housing Tribunal. 

 
 Carrying out an Eviction Prevention Project (funded by a grant from Provincial 

Homelessness Initiative Funds administered by the County of Hastings)   
 

This has included developing special resources for duty counsel and better working 
relationships with service providers to prevent eviction.  Tenants continue to receive 
"hot line" service.  Our triage system continues to work well.  We continue to devote 
considerable resources to homelessness prevention through community 
development and capacity-building initiatives. 
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 Launching the Affordable Housing Action Network (AHAN) in Hastings County 
 

In April, in partnership with six community agencies we released the report “Boxed 
In:  The Affordable Housing Crisis in Hastings County”.   Simultaneously we worked 
to launch the AHAN.   It has become a broadly based representative coalition to 
tackle issues of homelessness and the creation of affordable housing options.  The 
bi-monthly meetings are well attended.  The clinic continues to provide significant 
support to the initiative through our participation on the steering committee and also 
on the new tasks forces – Bricks and Mortar, and the Community Capacity & 
Awareness Building.   The Housing Working group has been successful in obtaining 
federal government homelessness dollars through the SCPI and Rural 
Homelessness Initiative grants process.  A total of four employees have just been 
hired to support the development of the Network, do additional research, create a 
community navigation tool, build community capacity, facilitate community strategic 
planning efforts etc. 
 

 Concluding our pilot project with Pro Bono Law Ontario  
 

This project aimed to leverage in additional legal resources for our clients and the 
community.  We have created a Child Advocacy Panel, offered additional training to 
private bar members and clinic colleagues in Education Law, obtained additional 
training resources in Charitable and Non-profit Law, completed a survey of private 
bar interest in pro bono work, and made recommendations to our local Steering 
Committee on the future of the project.  We will be applying for funding to continue 
the project early in 2006. 

 
 Publishing two lengthy and informative clinic newsletters and creating a legal 

clinic newsletter-sharing project on CLEONet to share articles for future 
publications 

 
A total of 3000 copies of our newsletter were distributed throughout our three county 
service area to clients, clinic members, social service agencies, community 
organizations, schools, churches, politicians, lawyers, libraries, Legal Aid Ontario 
partners, and other key contacts.  These newsletters are available on CLEONet and 
our own website - www.communitylegalcentre.ca. 
 

 Continuing to work to reform laws through test case litigation and other co-
ordinated litigation strategies. 

 
We have three new cases before the Divisional Court on the definition of "disability" 
under the Ontario Disability Support Plan Act.  We also settled three of last year's cases 
this year. We also have a Tenant Protection Act case under appeal.  We still are 
involved with a case challenging the discriminatory provisions of the Ontario Works Act 
Regulation on "adults living with children".  We are continuing to work collaboratively on 
this case with other legal clinics. 

 
We continued to target social assistance overpayments this year.  We’ve been highly 
successful in this initiative – reducing the debts alleged owed by local clients by 
approximately one hundred thousand dollars.  
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 Creating and developing the clinic’s website www.communitylegalcentre.ca  
 

Originally intended to be a simple “business card” presence on the World Wide Web, 
the first phase of our development project has become a massive endeavour – but 
one we are very proud of as you can see by our presentation tonight.  Each and 
every one of our staff members has been involved in this “in house” project in one 
way or the other.  It could not have been accomplished without the commitment of 
the entire staff team.  
 
Carolyn Hamilton and I thank everyone for their patience. And special mention to 
Bob McCallum, Fiona McCool of CLEONet, and an anonymous community volunteer 
for the donation of their technical know how to improve the site.  And thanks to all in 
the community who gave us feedback on the temporary website. 

 

 Working more closely with other legal clinics to strengthen the legal clinic 
system, improve our skills and knowledge, and improve our working 
relationship with our main funder Legal Aid Ontario.  This work has included: 
 

 Active participation in the Association of Legal Clinics Ontario and several of  
joint LAO-clinic advisory committees and consultations (Provincial Learning 
Committee, Deaf Services Consultation, Regional Domestic Violence Training 
Committee, Ministry of the Attorney General Program Review) 

 Working with the Ontario Project for Inter-clinic Community Organizing on 
developing an evaluation and outcome measurement system for community 
development work 

 A "community of practice group" for legal clinic Executive Directors to share best 
practices and encourage innovation 

 Presenting a half day of workshops on tenants rights issues for intake workers 
and advocates at the Eastern Region fall conference. 

 

 Increasing our use of technology and software programs to increase our 
efficiency and effectiveness 

 
Our on-line resources have increased significantly. All staff have received one-on-
one “just in time” training to improve their use of software.  Our e-filing system for 
project management has been a major boost to productivity and our information and 
knowledge management. 

 

 In collaboration with other individuals and organizations on a small Steering 
Committee, obtaining funding from the Canadian Bar Association’s Law for 
the Future fund to form PLANC – a national poverty law advocates network, 
and undertake ground-breaking research on poverty law services across 
Canada. 

 
 Expanding our work towards “seamless legal services delivery for the poor” 

by working more collaboratively and strategically with other Legal Aid service 
providers in four counties.   

 

http://www.communitylegalcentre.ca/
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We met several times with the three Legal Aid Ontario Area Offices (Hastings/Prince 
Edward, Frontenac, and Lennox & Addington), three supervisory criminal and family 
law duty counsel, and review counsel from Queen’s Legal Aid, and clinic staff from 
Rural Legal Services and the Kingston Community Legal Clinic.  Jointly, we updated 
our "referral protocol" to ensure seamless service delivery.   

 
 Increasing our capacity to plan and evaluate all our work more effectively 
 

We’ve standardized our project management and instituted a good record-keeping 
and reporting system on paper.  One of our staff attended an international 
conference on Evaluation and is now a member of the Canadian Society of 
Evaluators.  Program logic models have been developed for several aspects of the 
clinic’s work.  A consultant has been retained to provide additional training to our in 
house program and support early in 2006.  We are now part of a community 
development projects & evaluation pilot project. 
 

 Brought our legal disbursements budget crisis under control 
 

The crisis was caused by a cut back in funds from LAO.   Staff formed a task force to 
study the issue, and make recommendations for change.  As a result of their efforts 
we changed our expense forecasting, restricted the number of requests for reports 
that could be requested very strategically (no noticeable change in results obtained 
for clients), and requested clients appropriately to consider repaying the costs of the 
medical reports we obtained for their appeals. 

 
 Implemented a new Client Service Measures system 
 

This new performance measure of client satisfaction mandated by LAO was 
implemented in the first nine months of the year.  Our clinic's performance was 
stellar including a high level of client satisfaction, extremely rapid response rate to 
callers - 99% of new callers are provided with information about next steps in the first 
hour after they called, and local agencies surveyed are satisfied with our services. 

 

Challenges we face in 2005  
 
We expect to continue to try and do more with same resources.  We hope to 
continue in much of the work already described and to: 
 
 Form a steering committee to support the creation of a “Community Law 

School” for service providers, lay advocates and clients.  This will include a 
feasibility study, needs and capacity assessment using a community action 
research model, and soliciting for a major three year project grant. This may 
be in conjunction with a new collaborative project of PovnetU – an innovative 
on-line training resource for social justice advocacy. 

 
 Continue our commitment to our work for vulnerable communities, focussing 

on the special needs of victims of domestic and sexual violence, the Deaf, 
and the disabled.  We are beginning special training on Deaf culture and 
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service issues in January 2006.  We hope to sponsor a forum and public legal 
events with lawyer Jennifer Jackson, Executive Director of the Ontario 
Association for the Deaf, who is herself deaf in the late spring. 

 
 Be successful in fundraising to implement Phase II of the Pro Bono project 

which will leverage in resources to assist charitable and non-profit groups 
obtain free legal advice and assistance, will provide recognition to private bar 
members for their pro bono work, and provide a whole new menu of potential 
services 

 
 Supplement the services of our highly motivated and accomplished staff team 

with volunteer resources 
 
 Increase our ability to serve our clients more holistically, offering a broader 

range of legal information and advice to meet their needs   
 
 Survive a complete replacement and upgrading of our computer infrastructure 

scheduled for February 2006, and update the skills and software knowledge 
to assist with the complete transition to "modern" Microsoft Office products 

 
 An outreach campaign to publicize our clinic's services and website and our 

new Child Advocacy project 
 
 Begin a pilot project in clinic evaluation using program logic models and 

outcome measurement 
 
 Celebrate our 25th anniversary in a myriad of ways! 
 
Thanks to all the people who make it possible… 
 
Board, staff and community…. 

 
And finally ...  
 
I would be pleased to consider any questions from the membership regarding our 
operation in this past year or regarding future service delivery. 
 
Submitted for consideration by the Membership on December 1, 2005. 
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FACTS ABOUT GEESE* 

 
 

Fact One: As each bird flaps its wings, it creates an uplift for the birds 

following it.  By flying in a V-formation, the whole flock adds 71 percent 
greater flying range than if the bird flew alone.  Many indigenous 

cultures recognize that there’s a lot I can do by myself, there’s a lot I can 
do with a partner, but the power of what I can get done with a collective 
is quantum.  It’s a mega-step, it’s a mega movement.  The lesson from 

this fact: people who share a common direction and sense of community 
can get where they’re going quicker and easier because they’re travelling 

on the thrust of one another.  That’s a universal collective lesson. 
 
Fact Number Two About Geese: Whenever a goose falls out of formation it 

suddenly feels the drag and resistance of trying to fly alone and quickly 
gets back into formation to take advantage of the lifting power of the bird 

immediately in front.  Lesson:  If we have as much sense as a goose, we 
will stay in formation with those who are headed where we want to go 
and be willing to accept their help, as well as give ours to others. 

 
Fact Number Three: When the lead goose gets tired, it rotates back into 

the formation and another goose flies at the point position.  An 
invaluable lesson for us to apply to all group work.  It pays to take turns 
doing the hard tasks and sharing leadership.  With people as with geese, 
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we are interdependent on each others’ skills and capabilities and unique 
arrangements of gifts, talents, resources, or what indigenous societies 

call the “good, true, and beautiful.” 
 

Fact Number Four: The geese in formation honk from behind to encourage 
those in front to keep up their speed.  Lesson:  we need to make sure our 
honking from behind is encouraging.  And not something else.  In groups 

where there is greater encouragement against great odds, the production 
is much greater – the power of encouragement.  Now, I love the word 

courage because it means “to stand by one’s heart, to stand by one’s 
core.”  To encourage someone else’s core, to encourage someone else’s 
heart – that quality of honking. 

 
Fact Number Five: When a goose gets sick, or wounded, or shot down, 

two geese drop out of formation and follow it down to help and protect it.  
They stay with it until it is able to fly again or dies.  Then they launch 
out on their own with another formation or catch up with the flock.  

Lesson:  if we have as much sense as geese, we too will stand by each 
other in difficult times as well as when we are strong.  And I think it’s 

important that one of the things indigenous cultures have done for years 
is that they look to nature as an outer mirror of one’s own internal 
nature.  And so as we begin to learn about collectives of animals and 

their patterns, perhaps we have some tools, techniques, methodologies 
about community and about collective work and group work. 
 

 
*From a talk by Angeles Arrien to the Organization Development 

Network, 1992. 


